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Sustainable design is typically defined along with the environmental sustainability taking into account also the 
social and economic factors considering the whole life cycle of the product. Sustainable design practices rely on 
a consumers rising awareness of environmental issues, the legal requirements of new regulations and the 
scarcity of materials and other resources. Research activities in this field often investigate the potential benefits 
of wide scale industrial adoption and utilisation. However, ideas of backyard factories, small scale production, 
repair, reuse or remanufacturing in small scale can increase overall product sustainability considerably.  
 
Not only design guidelines to products, but also design guidelines to materials used in products are an effective 
way to influence the resource efficiency and product sustainability. Design rules for products are often complex 
multi-optimization task with cost, functionality, availability and sustainability aspects.  Design rules for materials 
can be created by experimental testing methods but more efficiently by modelling aided material design, with 
multi-scale modelling. In our study we propose increase of product sustainability through material design and 
redesign methodologies concentrating on resource efficiency and environmental issues in product usage phase.  
 
Evaluation of product sustainability is more straightforward up to product manufacturing phase compared to 
product usage phase or reuse phase not to mention of recycling phase. In our paper the effect of design on the 
usage phase improvements is discussed and compared to manufacturing stage improvements such as energy 
efficiency and material efficiency through manufacturing processes, industrial symbiosis or potential increase in 
recycling rates. Product usage phase improvements can be life time extension of the product through product 
repairing or material design: example through reducing wear losses or increasing usage energy efficiency 
example with improved friction control. Furthermore product usage phase condition and outlook related issue 
play also critical role such as reducing maintenance cost and environmental burden example trough surfaces 
maintaining their shine or cleanness.  
 
Also currently the awareness of common criticality issues has become important, example substituting scarce or 
business critical materials with other materials and elements. In case of substitution it is possible to start at the 
beginning in the material sense and also consider sustainability issues better than earlier. In our paper the 
proposed ideas are examined through case examples. In case studies we utilize material selection software 
including knowledge of commercial material properties, average material price, relevant indicators of material 
“eco” properties. We also discuss the potential of newly developed material example in substituting widely used 
„critical‟ WC/Co in certain applications with a method suitable to small scale production. Alternatively few novel 
methods for material design are introduced through case examples. Also capability of material tailoring for 
certain usage phase and environments could be more beneficial in small scale tailor made production compared 
to large industrial plants production, but the knowledge of sustainable material design is essential. 


